Abstract. This paper focus on the improvement of the aerodynamic drag reducing of the base cavity configuration on the projectile under supersonic flow condition. Projectile with two sorts of irregular shape of the base cavity which is distinguished from the traditional column base cavity is investigated numerically. Flow field parameters and the aerodynamic drag of the projectile were obtained. Results show that, by the changing of the base cavity shape, the aerodynamic drag of the projectile could be weakened.
Introduction
Base cavity configuration which is used on projectile in order to increase the range of the gun is mentioned by researchers of the United States firstly in the last century sixtieths. Investigations in the field continued up to now [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Nowadays, projectile with base cavity is used wildly on kinds of medium and large caliber artillery in countries around the world.
In this paper, two sorts of irregular shape of the base cavity which is distinguished from the traditional column base cavity of the projectile are investigated numerically. The influence of the base cavity shape on the aerodynamic drag of projectile is discussed.
Configuration of the Base Cavity with Abnormity Shape
The traditional base cavity shape is the column one. Two sorts of irregular shape of the base cavity are shown in Fig. 1 . The base cavity is half column and half truncated-cone with positive (shape "S") or negative (shape "F") inclination. 
Governing Equation
The axisymmetric N-S equation is given by [9] ( ) (
where U is the conservation variable, F, G and H are the inviscid terms, F v , G v and H v are the viscous terms. The k-ε turbulence model [10] is used in the simulation. The convective terms are approximated using the Van Leer [11] splitting method and the central difference method is used for the viscous terms. The LU-SSOR scheme is used for the time integration.
Boundary Conditions and Grid. The flow conditions are given in Table 1 . The wall boundary condition is assumed to no-slip and adiabatic. Temperature (T ∞ ) K 300
As shown in Fig. 2 , the body-fitted grid of the projectile with base cavity (shape "F") is given. Figure 2 . Schematic of the simulation model grid (Shape "F")
Results and Discussion
Flow Field. The distribution of the Ma and streamline of projectile with each shape base cavity is given in Fig. 3 . As shown, distributions of Ma and streamline of all projectiles are similar. With the same warhead shape, the front part of the flow field of each shape is the same too. Main difference of each flow field locates at the bottom of the projectile. With different base cavity shape, there is a little difference between circumfluence regions inside the base cavity.
Traditional shape
Shape "S" Shape "F" Figure 3 . Distribution of the Ma (streamline)
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As shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 , the distribution of the temperature and the pressure of projectile with shape "S" and "F" is given. Distributions of temperature and pressure of all projectiles are similar.
Shape "S"
Shape "F" Figure 4 . Distribution of temperature Shape "S" Shape "F" Figure 5 . Distribution of pressure Aerodynamic Drag. Though the flow field of the projectile with base cavity of the three shapes is similar, the aerodynamic drag coefficient is different. As shown in Table 2 , projectile with shape "S" base cavity has the minimal aerodynamic drag coefficient. It is obviously that base cavity with shape "S" has the best aerodynamic drag reducing efficiency. Projectile with shape "F", it's coefficient of drag even larger than the traditional cavity shape, this means that shape "F" is not an optimized configuration for the projectile to reduce the aerodynamic drag. The distribution of pressure along the base wall of projectile with each shape base cavity is shown in Fig. 6 . At the centre of the base wall of the cavity (Y=0~0.011m), the shape "F" has largest pressure along the wall which the shape "S" is smallest. But in this region, area of it is small. In the rest of the vast area (Y=0.011m~0.058m), pressure along the shape "S" is larger than the traditional one. And pressure along the shape "S" is larger than the shape "F", too, until Y=0.044m. Though at the centre and the edge of the base wall, the pressure along the wall of shape "F" is higher than shape "S", the total effect is that the back pressure of shape "S" is higher than shape "F". And comparing the total area of the cavity base wall, shape "S" is larger than shape "F"; this is benefit to get higher back pressure. 
Conclusions
The effect of base cavity on aerodynamic drag of the projectile can be optimized by changing the configuration of the base cavity.
The changing of the base cavity configuration causes to little alternation on the flow field inside the cavity, but lead to a notable efficiency on its aerodynamic drag.
The base cavity with the shape half column and half truncated-cone with positive inclination (shape "S") make the best performance on aerodynamic drag reducing of the projectile. .
On the contrary, the base cavity with half column and half truncated-cone with negative inclination (shape "F"), its efficiency on aerodynamic drag reducing is even worse than the traditional columned base cavity.
